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Abstract

Automatic Speech Attribute Transcription (ASAT), an ITR project sponsored under the NSF grant (IIS-04-27113), is a cross-institute effort involving Georgia Institute of Technology, The Ohio State University, University of California at Berkeley, and Rutgers University. This project approaches speech recognition from a more linguistic perspective: unlike traditional ASR systems, humans detect acoustic and auditory cues, weigh and combine them to form theories, and then process these cognitive hypotheses until linguistically and pragmatically consistent speech understanding is achieved. A major goal of the ASAT paradigm is to develop a detection-based approach to automatic speech recognition (ASR) based on attribute detection and knowledge integration. We report on progress of the ASAT project, present a sharable platform for community collaboration, and highlight areas of potential interdisciplinary ASR research.

Index Terms: attributes, events, features, detection, speech recognition, speech attribute transcription, utterance verification

1. Introduction

It has long been postulated that human listeners determine the linguistic identity of sounds based on detected features that exist at various levels of the speech knowledge hierarchy, from acoustics to pragmatics. When comparing state-of-the-art automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems with human speech recognition (HSR) [1, 2] it is interesting to note that human beings often perform speech understanding by integrating multiple knowledge sources from the bottom up. Indeed, people do not continuously convert a speech signal into words as an ASR system attempts to do. Instead, they detect acoustic and auditory cues, weigh them and combine them to form cognitive hypotheses, and then validate the hypotheses until consistent decisions are reached. The human-based model of speech processing suggests a candidate framework for developing next generation speech processing techniques that have the potential to go beyond the current limitations of existing ASR systems.

The speech signal contains a rich set of information that facilitates human auditory perception and communication, beyond a simple linguistic interpretation of the spoken input. In order to bridge the performance gap between ASR and HSR systems, the narrow notion of speech-to-text in ASR has to be expanded to incorporate all related information “embedded” in speech utterances. This collection of information includes a set of fundamental speech sounds with their linguistic interpretations, a speaker profile encompassing gender, accent, emotional state and other speaker characteristics, the speaking environment etc. Collectively, we call this superset of speech information the attributes of speech. They are not only critical for high performance speech recognition but also useful for many other applications, such as speaker recognition, language identification, speech perception, speech synthesis, etc. Based on this set of speech attributes, ASR can be extended to Automatic Speech Attribute Transcription, or ASAT, a process that goes beyond the current simple notion of word transcription. ASAT therefore promises to be knowledge-rich and capable of incorporating multiple levels of information in the knowledge hierarchy into attribute detection, evidence verification and integration, i.e. all modules in an ASAT system [3]. Since speech processing in ASAT is highly parallel a collaborative community effort can be built around a common sharable platform to enable a “divide-and-conquer” ASR paradigm that facilitates tight coupling of interdisciplinary studies of speech science and speech processing [4]. A block diagram of the ASAT approach to ASR is shown in Figure 1. The speech signal is first processed by a bank of speech attribute and event detectors, followed by a sequence of event mergers and verifiers, integrating low-level cues into high-level units and validating evidence to make recognition decisions and identify embedded attributes in speech.

![Figure 1: Automatic speech attribute transcription](image)

![Figure 2: ASAT frontend for analysis and attribute detection, and backend for event merging and evidence verification](image)
Conceptually the ASAT process can be divided into two major components as shown in Figure 2: (1) ASAT frontend processing [5]: performing speech analysis to collect a wide variety of speech parameters, \( F(t) \), at different frame rates, and combining these features to detect speech attributes and form an attribute lattice; and (2) ASAT backend processing: merging and integrating low-level attributes to detect high-level speech units such as syllables, words and sentences, and validating plausible theories based on detected evidence, and pruning unlike hypotheses that may constitute local evidence for making a wrong decision. These two components will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

2. ASAT Frontend Processing

An event detector converts an input speech signal \( x(t) \) into a time series, which describes the level of presence (or level of activity) of a particular property (or attribute) in the input speech utterance over time. This function can be computed as the \( a \) \textit{posteriori} probability of the particular attribute, given the speech signal, within a proper time window, or the \textit{likelihood ratio} (which involves calculation of two likelihoods, one pertaining to the target model and the other the contrast model). The bank of detectors consists of a number of such attribute detectors, each being individually and optimally designed for the detection of a particular property. These properties are often stochastic in nature and are relevant to information needed to perform ASR. One key feature of the detection-based approach is that the outputs of the detectors do not have to be synchronized in time and therefore the system is flexible enough to allow a direct integration of both short-term detectors, e.g., for detection of VOT, and long-term detectors, e.g., for detection of pitch, syllables, and particular word sequences. The conventional frame synchronous constraints of most traditional ASR systems are thus relaxed in the ASAT system.

Speech parameterization techniques have been discussed in many textbooks (e.g., [6]). For ASAT, the parameters can be sample based, such as zero-crossing rate, or frame based, such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients. Speech analysis can be performed in the temporal domain, providing features such as voice onset time, or in the spectral domain, such as short time spectral energies in different frequency bands. Both long-term and short-term analyses can be compared and contrasted. We have compiled a library of 22 analysis routines in MATLAB code and documented them at the ASAT website [7]. Biologically-inspired and perception-motivated signal analysis code and documented them at the ASAT website [7].

Attributes can be used as cues or landmarks in speech [10] in order to identify “islands of reliability” for making local acoustic and linguistic decisions, such as energy concentration regions and phrase boundaries, without extensive speech modeling. A detection framework was proposed in [11] to discriminate voiced and unvoiced stops using voice onset time for two-pass English letter recognition. Words and key phrases were successfully used as attributes for word recognition [12] to improve understanding of ill-formed utterances.

Fant [13] and Stevens [14] have consistently advocated the approach of detecting and recognizing distinctive features in speech from an acoustic-phonetic perspective. By integrating such acoustic-phonetic knowledge we can design spectrogram reading machines [15]. It is highly instructive to design high-performance speech attribute detectors to realize early acoustic to linguistic mapping directly from the speech signal for ASR purposes. The missing link in utilizing knowledge to recognize speech lies in designing a \textit{bank of “perfect” attribute detectors}. We argue that such deterministic detectors are hard, if not impossible, to realize in practice. These detectors should be stochastic in nature and then the data-driven modeling techniques in state-of-the-art systems could be extended to a bottom-up detection approach to ASR in which \textit{speech event detection and linguistic knowledge integration} play key roles.

Stochastic attribute detectors can be frame-based, such as computing scores on a frame-by-frame basis using an ensemble of artificial neural networks (ANNs) for detecting manner and place of articulation [16], or segment-based using hidden Markov models (HMMs) [17]. Such detectors can also be signal-based [18] and/or hierarchical [19]. They can be added to existing state-of-the-art speech recognition [20, 21] and speaker verification [22] algorithms to improve the capabilities of current systems. Discriminative training can also be directly adopted to improve detector model separation [23].

3. ASAT Backend Processing

Another critical component in the ASAT paradigm is the backend processing shown in the bottom panel in Figure 2. An event merger takes the set of detected lower-level events as input
and attempts to infer the presence of higher-level units (e.g., a phone or a word) which are then validated by the evidence verifier to produce a refined and partially integrated lattice of event hypotheses. Such a lattice of hypotheses is then fed back for further event merger and knowledge integration. This iterative information fusion process always uses the original event activity functions as the raw evidence. A terminating strategy can be instituted by utilizing all the supported attributes. The procedure produces the evidences needed for a final decision, including a recognized sentence.

The proposed merging approach, when applied to auditory processing, attempts to simulate the human auditory process by assuming that speech is first converted to a collection of auditory response patterns (via attribute detection), each representing a probabilistic activity level of a particular acoustic-phonetic event of interest (shown in the A1 module in Figure 4). Detection of the next level of events or evidence, such as phones, is accomplished by combining relevant features from A1 (as shown in the A2 module in Figure 4). Each activity function can be modeled by a corresponding neural system. The ANN framework provides a convenient tool to model neuron combinations. Feedforward neural networks have been used to encode and decode temporal information. Recurrent neural networks have also been used to provide feedback loops to simulate neural processing. Simulating perception of temporal events is of particular interest in auditory perception of speech.

The processing of attribute merging shown in the bottom panel in Figure 4 can be interpreted as a form of probabilistic parsing of event lattices. New techniques are needed to accomplish this form of lattice parsing. An example of combining phonetic attributes for phone recognition is through conditional random fields [24, 25], which allow for the integration of overlapping, redundant cues.

Event verification, a critical ASAT component, is often formulated as a statistical hypothesis testing problem. There are several techniques discussed in the literature for designing optimal tests, if the distributions of the null and alternative hypotheses are known exactly. However, for most practical verification problems, we use a set of trained data to estimate the distributions of these competing hypotheses. Utterance verification has been studied extensively [26] for rejecting unlikely speech theories. Use of generalized log likelihood ratio (GLLR) was recently proposed as a way to measure separation between competing hypotheses [27].

4. Unit Description and Knowledge Integration

As shown in Figure 1 and the A2 processing module in Figure 4, unit description is fundamental to knowledge-based processing in ASAT. Such knowledge integration guidelines are widely discussed in classical textbooks [28, 13, 14]. Our goal is to facilitate outside contributions from the ASR and linguistics communities in the ASAT knowledge integration component.

Bottom-up acoustic models can be built hierarchically for attributes, phones, syllables, and words. These outputs can proceed sequentially, as illustrated in Figure 2, or in parallel, as suggested in [29]. This latter approach to knowledge integration is supported by the fact that phonetic information is often spread across adjacent phonemes [30] and that the information about phonetic boundaries can be found in larger segments of speech [31] and it may be useful to increase ASR accuracy [21].

An important consideration in developing descriptions of higher-level units is incorporating the variability of lower-level attributes comprising the higher-level unit. In traditional ASR models, this is incorporated in the variations in the pronunciation and acoustic models; however, in the ASAT paradigm, one can appeal to finer-grained distinctions and develop models of “phonetic ignorance” where particular attributes are discounted (such as voicing for devoiced consonants) [20,30].

5. Collaborative Platform and Evaluation

Collection of language resources and objective evaluation on a large set of real-world utterances are two cornerstones in the advancement of ASR technologies. In order to have rapid progress with the new detection-based ASAT paradigm, a coordinated community effort is needed. In addition to evaluating the word error rate, which is a common practice in ASR benchmarking, we are interested in the performance of the detectors for both low-level attributes and high-level evidence. To facilitate an objective evaluation at the detector level, two scenarios can be considered. The first is a side-by-side, diagnostic comparison between two detectors. The second scenario is similar to ASR system evaluation, that only event-specific detectors are compared. The key to the success of this evaluation methodology is a set of event-specific evaluation data that is designed to maximize the coverage of the target attributes with testing on different contexts. A library of attribute-specific detectors is also essential. Since the tests are done at the attribute and evidence levels, they should offer lots of diagnostic information to help with improving detector performances. This library, together with event-specific evaluation data, and evaluation results obtained from competing detectors, will be documented in the ASAT website [7] to facilitate objective evaluation. Some of the subsystem components will also be available from the website to enable ASAT-style cross-site collaboration via this platform.

6. Intermediate Applications and Summary

It is clear that we have a long way to go before we can develop a complete ASAT-based ASR system that is competitive in performance with the state-of-the-art systems. However, we believe that through incorporating knowledge sources into speech modeling and processing, the set of recognized attribute sequences, event lattices, and evidence for decisions provides an instructive collection of diagnostic information, potentially beneficial for improving our understanding of speech, as well as enhancing speech recognition accuracy. As an example, we
found that “knowledge scores” computed with detectors for manner and place of articulation provided a collection of complementary information that can be combined with HMM frame likelihood scores to reduce phone and word errors in resoring [17, 32]. A knowledge-based pruning strategy was also tested in a detection-based ASR system to reduce false alarms in detection and consequently reduce word errors in ASR [33].

In sum, it is noted that the performance in the ASAT system is “additive”, i.e., a better module for a feature will produce better performance for the individual module and other modules related to this attribute, and likely the overall system. To facilitate a community effort to monitor progress we will design a collection of evaluation sets for each attribute. Corresponding performance history will be documented. Everyone is welcome to participate in this effort. We hope to eventually obtain a collection of “best” modules collectively provided by the speech community for a wide range of features, so that they can be collaboratively incorporated into the “best” overall next generation ASR system.
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